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Apache is the most popular Web server in the world, hosting 50 percent of all Web sites! With Apache, you will get excellent performance at a low cost. The server, plus all of its source code, is freely available and you can modify it to your specific needs. With this book, you will learn how to install, configure, and troubleshoot the Apache server. Administering and Securing the Apache Server teaches you how to maximize the benefits of Apache in order to gain the competitive edge!

This book will show you how to:

	Protect content with basic authentication
	Gain Virtual Host support
	Work with dynamically-linked modules
	Improve Apache’s performance


Start by learning the basics of the Apache Server and then move on to discovering the practical and real-life uses of this technology. This book contains detailed examples and graphics to ensure your understanding of the material.
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Rome in the PyreneesRoutledge, 2007
Written by an acknowledged authority on this period and region, this is the first full-length book published in English of the archaeological and historical evidence for an important Roman town in Gaul, Lugdunum in the French Pyrenees, and for its surrounding people the Convenae.
Drawing from the extensive excavation that he has carried out on...
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Never Apply for a Job Again!: Break the Rules, Cut the Line, Beat the RestCareer Press, 2012

	"Never Apply For a Job Again! is what everyone needs to understand how the hidden job market works. Get it and use it before the secrets get out on WikiLeaks."

	--Penelope Trunk, the original Brazen Careerist, author, blogger, entrepreneur

	

	"This book is an essential read for insightful, witty, and...
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HVAC Systems Design HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 2003

	Classic reference provides the applications, on-the-job insights, codes and specifications, and direction needed to design HVAC systems. Covers residential, commercial, and industrial systems. Emphasizes indoor air quality.


	UPDATED TO REFLECT THE LATEST CODES AND SPECIFICATIONS 


	ONE-STOP GUIDANCE ON DESIGNING...
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StumbleUpon For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Discover new and interesting online content based on your interests!


	StumbleUpon helps you discover new and interesting content on the Internet based on your specific interests. With this helpful For Dummies guide, you will learn to complete a profile that alerts StumbleUpon what topics interest you and assists in...
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The Syrian Social Nationalist Party: Its Ideology and HistoryBlack House Publishing Ltd, 2019

	The emergence of the Syrian Social Nationalist Party (SSNP) during the Syrian civil war as a military and political force has elicited interest and debate among observers and analysts of the Middle East. Long considered as irrevocably marginalized by decades of prohibition and persecution, the SSNP has over the last decade re-asserted itself as...
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GWT in PracticeManning Publications, 2008
If you're a web developer, you know that you can use Ajax to add rich, user-friendly, dynamic features to your applications. With the Google Web Toolkit (GWT), a new Ajax tool from Google that automatically converts Java to JavaScript, you can build Ajax applications using the Java language.
  GWT in Practice is an example-driven,...
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